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The Hottest New Hotel arrives on

Mykonos

This month (July), sees Kenshō Psarou, the coolest new
hotel on Mykonos' most famous Psarou beach, will open its
doors to guests looking for a dreamy hideaway!
Think, 5* luxury on a beachfront location, in Greece’s
number one Cosmopolitan paradise.

Enjoy the finer things in life? With 30 luxe inspired rooms
and suites, each individually furnished with earthy, chic
designs; the hotel is set to be THE boutique hideaway of the
year. Think, stone interiors, shades of grey, hanging cabanas
and an Aegean style modern-meets-minimalistic feel in
each individually designed room/suite. Many suites have 2
floors, rather like personal villas!

The best part? Each suite comes with its very own private
Jacuzzi and/or plunge pool, offering amazing sea views. Opt
for the Panoramic Sea View Suite with rooftop hot tub, for
the ultimate picture-perfect view of Psarou beach, the
yachts and helipad!

Foodie fanatic? The Kenshō Psarou Lounge is sure to satisfy
all cravings, serving the finest Mediterranean dishes
around, each plate served as a work of art and enjoyed on
the waters edge. Elegant cocktails and scented Shisha are
also at your beck and call.

Looking for ultimate relaxation? Walk a few steps to the
Kenshō Beach Spa, the FIRST spa to be launched on Psarou
beach. Discover 3 decadent menus covering everything
from massages and wraps, to quick 10-minute remedies to
get you ready for the evening. There’s even a Spa menu that
caters to yacht owners visiting the beach by sea (yes,
really!) Hollywood-inspired LED masks, oxygen-infused
treatments and cutting-edge quartz sand technology are a
few highlights on offer.

General Manager Costas Papachristophorou says: “Kenshō
Psarou is inspired by our sister property at Ornos, but this
really is one of a kind. Psarou Beach is one of the world’s
best-loved locations and the most famous spot on Mykonos
Island, so it was the perfect place for the next chapter in
Kenshō’s story. Our philosophy in providing guests with a
rejuvenating, “awakening” experience will continue to
grow - beachside!”
BOOK IT

Rooms start from €650per night, and flights are available
to Mykonos through easyJet from London Luton and
Gatwick.
For more details and to book visit
www.kenshomykonos.com

